
 

CITIZEN ROBBERY SERIES 
 

 OVERVIEW  
• There have been four citizen robberies since 6/03/17.  

• Three offenses happened on the afternoon shift. The third offense happened on the 

midnight shift.  

• Suspects are advertising property for sale on Facebook. Offenses are being committed 

by groups of two to three black males with handguns.  

SUSPECT DESCRIPTION  
• Addington & Fernwood RB #024975-17  

B/M 18yrs, 5’11” 160 lbs, Blk/Bro wearing a black T-shirt and blue jeans armed with a 

black handgun.  

B/M 20yrs, Blk/Bro, Using the name of Malcom Henderson.  

Suspects arrived in a silver Buick Century that was being driven by a third unknown 

individual.  

• 900 Collins RB #027751-17  

B/M, 20’s, 5’6”-5’7”, approximately 140 lbs, small afro, wearing a blue hoodie armed 

with a black handgun.  

B/M, 17-18yrs, 5’3”-5’4”, skinny build wearing a black hoodie.  

• 900 Collins RB #029049-17  

Unknown race male, wearing black hoodie, blue jeans, red boxers, armed with a dark 

colored handgun, using the name Malcom Henderson.  

Two B/M’s both in dark clothing armed with handguns.  

• Ambia & Detroit RB #029484-17  

B/M, dark skinned, wearing a white T-shirt and blue jeans with two belts armed with 

matte grey colored handgun. Described as skinny and “needing a haircut”.  

B/M, light skinned, wearing a white T-shirt described as having a “fuller face”800  

 

1
st
 Update for Citizen Robbery Series 

 

1. 800Ambia RB#031432-17 
4 of the incidents have happened in the afternoon and one during the late nighttime 

hours. 

Suspect(s) are advertising on facebook using the name of Anthony Heffernan 

B/M, 18 – 23 years of age, skinny, dark skin with gold teeth, a big afro on top and 

shaved on the sides, armed with a black and silver handgun, suspect is armed and 

dangerous! 

 

 

 



Citizen Robbery Series # Address Date Time: 
 

1. 024975-17 ADDINGTON & FERNWOOD 6/3/2017 20:13 Saturday  

2. 027751-17 919 COLLINS 6/19/2017 16:07 Monday  

3. 029049-17 919 COLLINS 6/27/2017 0:20 Tuesday  

4. 029484-17 AMBIA & DETROIT 6/29/2017 16:43 Thursday  
5. 031432-17 800 Ambia 7/10/2017 2104 Hrs. Monday 
 

 


